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Abstract 
The function of secondary metabolites in nature is a controversy raging for decades. Interactions between microorganisms are well known 
phenomena and substrate competition and antagonism are believed to be important in a selection of microflora in a given ecological niche. 
Although antagonism due to antibiotic production can be easily demonstrated in rich culture media under laboratory conditions but in low-
nutrient environments it is not subject to experimental approach. Studies done with natural substrates may facilitate a better understanding of 
the problem. In the present study the ecological role of antibiotic production by epiphytic bacterial strains was studied. The principle 
objective is to find out the strains which have the competitive edge over other strains. Antibiotic producer and non-producer strain isolated 
from different species of seaweeds, biofilm and Opisthobranch surface were used for this study. Experiments were carried out to assess the 
competitive dominance ofbacterial strains with four types of mixed cultures in unsupplemented seawater. Various producer strainswere found 
to inhibit the growth of non producer strains drastically. Competitions among producer strains were also noted and some producers 
competitivelydominated over others. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Competition occurs when two populations are striving for the 
same resource. Often it focuses on a nutrient present in 
limited concentrations but it may also occur for other 
resources including light and space [1]. Antagonism occurs 
when one population produces a substance inhibitory to 
another population. The first population gains a competitive 
edge as a result of its ability to inhibit the growth of 
competitive populations. The production of antibiotics can 
give the antibiotic producing population an advantage over a 
sensitive strain when competing for the same nutrient 
resources. But the function of antibiotic substances in natural 
ecosystems is one of the most controversial topics in the field 
of microbial ecology [2-4]. While some authors argue that 
antibiotics are simply waste products excreted by 
microorganisms others propose that antibiotic production  
is even a "purposeful behaviour" of certain micro 
organisms [5-7].  
Interactions between microorganisms are well known 
phenomena and substrate competition and antagonism are 
believed to be important in a selection of microflora in a 
given ecological niche [8].  Bacterium – bacterium 
antagonistic interactions involving antibiotics are well 
documented in soils [9].  Although antagonism due to 
antibiotic production can be easily demonstrated in rich 
culture media under laboratory conditions but in low-nutrient 
environments it is not subject to experimental approach. 
Studies done with natural substrates may facilitate a better 
understanding of the problem. This approach has been 
extensively used in work with soil microbial populations [10-
11], and has been taken to study competition among marine 

bacteria by Lemoset al., 1991 [2]. There is little information 
about antagonistic interactions especially among population 
of marine bacteria [12-16].  
The present study was carried out to understand the 
interactions due to antibiotic production by marine bacteria 
and their ecological role in the marine ecosystem. The 
principle objective is to find out the strains which have the 
competitive edge over other strains. Antibiotic producer and 
non-producer strain isolated form different species of 
seaweeds, biofilm and Opisthobranch surface were used for 
this study. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The interaction between marine strains were studied 
following the method of Lemos et al., 1991 [2] with different 
types of mixed cultures, such as mixed cultures with two 
producer strains, two non-producer strains, three strains with 
different combination of producers and non-producers. All 
combinations were based on the different pigmentation of 
each strain in a particular mixed culture. All the strains used, 
grew well when they were cultured alone in seawater. 
Mixed culture experiments were carried out in un 
supplemented seawater that was filtered and autoclaved. The 
bacteria were cultured in 250ml Erlenmeyer flasks 
containing 100 ml of seawater. Mixed cultures were 
performed by inoculating each flask with two or three 
different strains. Marine broth cultures (adjusted to an equal 
optical density) of each strain were used as inocula (0.2ml). 
The flasks were incubated in an orbital shaker (290 rpm) in 
room temperature. Samples were taken immediately after 
inoculation and then for every 5 hrs for two days. Cultures of 
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each strain growing alone in seawater served as controls. 
Appropriate serial dilutions of samples were plated on Zobell 
Marine Agar employing the conventional pour-plate 
technique. These plates were incubated for 3 days at room 
temperature and the number of colony forming units (CFU) 
of each strain was recorded. In mixed cultures, strains were 
distinguished by their pigmentation. 
 

 RESULTS 
All the producer strains were found to inhibit non-producer 
strain. The non-producer strain AA9 was inhibited by the 
producer strain AA7 after ten hours of co-culture and the 
non-producer strain was completely inhibited. The non-
producer strain AA10 was found to be inhibited by producer 
strain AA5, in 20 hrs of co-culture and also the producer 
strain AB3 inhibited non-producer strain AB5 in 20 hrs. 
Complete inhibition of non-producer strain AC2 was noted at 
10hrs by the producer strain AC3. The non-producer strains 
E2 and BFA1 were found to be inhibited by the producer 
strains AE2 and BFA7 at 20 and 15 hrs of co-culture 
respectively. The non-producer strains BFA23 and BFA10 
were completely inhibited at 20hrs and 15 hrs of co-culture 
by producer strains BFA8 and BFA6. The producer strain 
OBSA1 was found to inhibit the non-producer strain 
OBSA15, and the non-producer was found to be completely 
inhibited at 20hrs. of co-culture . The non-producer strain 
OBSB8 was found to be inhibited by the producer strain 
OBSA2 at 10hrs co-culture. 
Of the two producer strains in combination in co-cultures, 
one producer strain was found to be inhibited in all the cases. 
The producer strains AA7 and AC3 were found to inhibit the 
producer strains AB3 and AC3, complete inhibition was 
noted at 25 and 30 hrs of co-culture. The producer strains 
AE2 was found to inhibit the producer strain AD16 and in 30 
hrs co-cultures complete inhibition was noted. The producer 
strain BFA8 was found to inhibit the producer strain BFA7 at 
20 hrs. The producer strain OBSA1 was found to inhibit the 
producer strain OBSA2, the strain OBSA2 was completely 
inhibited at 25 hrs. In the combination of two non-producers 
both pair of strains used for the co- culture (AA9+AA10 & 
BFA1+BFA 13) grew well, no inhibition was noted in this 
combination. 
In the co-culture of two producers and one non-producer, 
one producer strain and one non-producer strains were 
inhibited and the culture was dominated by one producer. 
The producer strain AK4 inhibited the producer strain AK6 
(20 hrs) and the non-producer strain AK8 (10hrs). In the 
same combination, the producer strain A11 was found to 
inhibit both the producer strain AL3 and non- producer strain 
AL6. The strains AL3 and AL6 were found to be inhibited at 
25 and 15 hrs of co-culture respectively. In the combination 
of one producer strain (AK10) and two non-producer strains 
(AL2 and AJ4), the producer strain inhibited both the non-
producer strains. In the final combination of the three strains 
of non- producers (AA7, AB3 & AB5) none of the strains 
were inhibited. 

 

Tab.1 Inhibition of producers and non-producers in 
mixed cultures 
Mixed cultures 

Producer strains Non-producer strains Strains inhibited
AA7 AA9 AA9 
AA5 AA10 AA10 
AB3 AB5 AB5 
AC3 AC2 AC2 
AE2 AE9 AE9 
BFA7 BFA1 BFA1 
BFA8 BFA23 BFA23 
BFA6 BFB10 BFB10 
OBSA1 OBSA15 OBSA15 
OBSA2 OB SB 8 OB SB 8 
AA7+AB3 -- AB3 
AB3+AC3 -- AC3 
AE2+AD16 -- AD16 
BFA7+BFA8 -- BFA7 
OBSA1+OBSA2 -- OBSA2 
-- AA9+AA10 None 
-- BFA1+BFA13 None 
AK4+AK6 AK8 AK6&AK8 
AL3+AL11 AL6 AL3&AL6 
AK10 AL2+AJ4 AL2 &AJ4 
 

DISCUSSION 
The function of secondary metabolites in nature is a 
controversy raging for decades. Secondary metabolite 
production has also been hypothesized as 'elbowspace' to 
microbial species, which coexist in the same environment 
[17-18].  Long and Azam, (2001) [9] studied the antagonistic 
interactions among marine pelagic bacteria and reported that, 
"the perception that microbes are homogeneously distributed 
in seawater is changing to a perception that microbes are 
distributed heterogeneously. Bacterial species richness is also 
variable at the millimeter scale and the variability increases in 
response to increase in the concentration of particulate 
organic matter in seawater". They further report that for the 
heterogeneous distribution and potential for spatial 
structuring of bacterial populations, antagonistic interactions 
involving growth inhibition as one mechanism that may cause 
and maintain millimeter scale variations in the patterns of 
bacterial species composition. 
It has been known for more than a century that some 
microorganisms inhibit or prevent the growth of others. 
Antagonisms between microorganisms were termed 
'antibiosis' in 1890, eventually leading to the present day 
usage of antibiotic [19]. The results of the present study 
clearly show the antagonistic interaction of marine bacteria. 
Producers strains were found not only to inhibit non-
producers but also other producer strain. In co-culture 
experiments the dominant strains completely inhibited the 
growth of the other strains within 35 hrs. Lemos et al., (1991) 
[2], reported similar results and they found out most of the 
dominant producer strains inhibited the other producers 
within 10hrs of co-culture. In the present study complete 
inhibition time ranged from a minimum of 10 hrs to a 
maximum of 30hrs. 
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Lemoset al., (1991) [2] reasoned that, even though for the 
results obtained, one could expect that the antibiotic 
producing strains would be dominant in their environment, 
but as previously reported by them [13], this is not the case. 
In nature, does this antibiotic producer have any advantage? 
[2], hypothesized that the production of the inhibitory 
substances would play a significant role in competition 
phenomena in some concrete microhabitats, such as algal 
surfaces, where these producer strains are relatively 
common. Rasool and Wimpenny (1982) [20] have calculated 
that Streptomyces auerofaciens, a producer of tetracycline, 
are able to produce enough antibiotic to prevent the growth 
of susceptible bacteria in a 10um radius around its hyphae.  
Studies regarding antagonism in marine environment are 
very limited. The ecological significance of marine bacterial 
antagonism in pelagic waters is discussed by Long and Azam 
(2001) [9]. In mesotrophic and eutrophic waters or during 
phytoplankton blooms, heterotrophic bacteria on particles 
can count for large fractions of the bacterial activity (e.g., 
ectoenzymatic hydrolysis of organic particles and polymers 
and utilization of organic matter for respiration and growth). 
The cell specific levels of activity of particle attached 
bacteria are often 2 to 3 orders of magnitude greater than 
those of co-occurring free living bacteria. Attached bacterial 
hydrolytic enzymatic activity significantly influences the 
quantity and quality of biogenic matter that sinks from the 
upper water column into the ocean's depth. Since different 
bacteria express different arrays of hydrolytic enzymatic 
activities, changes in the bacterial species composition such 
as those potentially caused by microscale antagonism could 
alter the hydrolytic activity exerted by bacteria on organic 
particles. 
Furthermore the species richness and diversity on particles 
could be influenced by bacterium-bacterium antagonisms 
and in turn this could affect the nature and biogeochemical 
transformation of the particles. Thus bacterium-bacterium 
antagonisms could be important variables in the ecology of 
the pelagic bacteria and in the bacterium-mediated carbon 
cycling in the ocean. Slattery et al., (2001) [16] reported 
competition mediated antibiotic induction in the marine 
bacterium Streptomycetes tejimariensis. 12 of the 53 
bacterial species induced istamycin production in 
Streptomycetes tejimariensis, which inhibited the competitor 
colonies. The results of the present study clearly demonstrate 
the competitive advantage of antibiotic producer strains to 
non-producers and this may play an ecological role in marine 
microhabitats. Previous reports of few studies carried out in 
marine bacterial competition were confined to algal 
epiphytic isolates and pelagic bacteria but in the present 
study strains isolated from biofilm and Opisthobranch 
surface were also used. Lemoset al., (1991) [2] emphasized 
that further studies are necessary to establish the role of 
antibiotic substances in the control of marine bacterial 
populations and to determine the precise nature of the 
substances involved. But this can only be carried out with the 
collaborative efforts of experts in marine microbiology, 
ecology and chemistry. 
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